Benson's reputation should not blind critics of the poems to the quiet success of his edition for a century, nor to the editorial decisions that contributed to making the poems a viable commercial property once more.
The poems were peripheral to the Shakespeare canon for much of the period covered by this book. Yet while it was not until Edmund Malone's 1790 edition that the poems finally appeared alongside the plays in something more closely approximating a 'complete works' volume, this was only the culmination of a series of movements to establish Shakespeare as a poet and the poetry as part of the 'works'. These movements, like those pertaining to the dramatic canon, were not linear. As Lukas Erne argues in Chapter 9 below, Shakespeare's popularity as a poet seems to have diminished during this period, at least in terms of the sheer number of publications and attributions, as well as misattributions, the significance of which for understanding marketplace movements Erne has argued elsewhere (2013, ). Yet before the consolidation of the canon of poems, it is possible to see a more mutable connection between Shakespeare's name and poetry books. Erne's work on Cupid's Cabinet Unlock't discusses an Ultimately, the canonisation of Shakespeare in this period, ratifying and reifying the body of plays and poems that continue to form the core of his canon today, is a product of many factors, but we argue that it is chiefly an effect of the book trade. Attempts to mark what a published canon actually included necessitated debates over the literary state and value of the texts. Acker shows here the literary precedents that went into presenting the poems; and the rejection of particular texts for editions involved the claiming of particular kinds of value and connoisseurship being imposed on the main canon, the work continued by Pope and others as outlined by King.
The work that went into consolidating the Shakespeare canon between 1640 and 1740 -at both ends of the period a canon of thirty-six plays, but in between incorporating other plays and poems -marks a series of marketplace movements that sought new and competing measures of value for Shakespeare as author. 
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